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Landscapes in Watercolour is a helpful guide to painting the forest in Northern Ontario in

Canada. The book outlines the basics needed to get started with watercolours and includes

help in mastering some technical aspects of the medium before progressing to completed

works. Included are 25 examples painted by the author. Each painting includes a brief

explanation on how each was completed. If you are beginning with watercolours, taking or

teaching a watercolour course or workshop, you will find a well organized progression of very

useable information on the topic. The author’s watercolour paintings are found easily on

Facebook and Instagram. He also has an extensive collection at https://ken-

crawford.pixels.com. If you enjoy his work and are interested in learning his successful

strategies then you will find this book very helpful. If you have purchased this book, your

evaluation will be greatly appreciated.
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WATERCOLOUR LANDSCAPESIntroductionIs watercolour the best medium for what you are

trying to accomplish? Watercolour is difficult if you are trying to make it do something it can't.

You can't cover a mistake with another layer of pigment without creating mud. You can't go in to

a wash when it's still wet without compromising the integrity of the wash and the painterly

quality of the art. You can't add an element half way through your painting by just painting

overtop of what is already there. Watercolour requires that every element and every stage of

the painting is planned to some extent before you start. When you do this you're on your way to

a successful painting. You will be painting freely and easily because all the difficult decision

making has already taken place before a brush touches the paper. )

Accept the concept that there will be parts of your painting that you have little control over and

parts that you want to have total control over. Both parts require the same effort in the planning

stage. Water, pigment, paper and gravity will be working together with a little encouragement

by the artist during the layering of washes. The use of masking fluid, a fine brush and a steady

hand are some ways to add control. A balance of freedom and control works best when using

watercolours. I like to lean more toward freedom to show off the true nature of watercolour.

Overworking a watercolour painting will kill the transparent, fresh quality that defines a

successful painting. )

Paint freely with confidence and understanding of what will happen as you apply your

knowledge of the medium and it will show positively in your art. If you worry about every

brushstroke and paint with hesitation and uncertainty it will show negatively in your art. Play

and experiment freely and 'happy accidents' will result. Use alternate ways of adding and

moving pigment. Splash water in a wash that is still wet or add salt to a damp wash and watch

the surface transform. Crumple plastic wrap and press it over a wet wash and let it dry to reveal

exciting patterns. Use a sponge to add foliage. Lift paint from a dry wash with a toothbrush.

Use found items to create texture. The possibilities are endless but you need to be aware of the

possibilities and limitations when you use these techniques. When you do, you are painting

freely with confidence and understanding. )

Ideas to help you get startedOrganize Your ThoughtsOrganizing your thoughts and ideas

would be very beneficial as a first step in completing a watercolour painting. I think most would

benefit from using a step by step process as you move through various stages of the creative

process.Often we have so many ideas swimming around in our brain that we find it difficult to

grab onto something and turn it into a successful painting. You may feel like you have

something similar to “writer’s block” as you sit and stare at your blank paper but you know that



you just need to get organized and get started. If you have trouble getting started and your

head is full of ideas, you may need help organizing your thoughts. I will try to use a process of

developing general ideas through ‘brainstorming’ and then focus on specific ideas within this

list. As we work through this process I hope we will be guided towards, first, the starting line

and then, a finished painting.When deciding to begin a painting, start with the GENERAL IDEA

and move to the SPECIFIC IDEA. Once you make a decision, you can put it aside to be dealt

with later or you can use it to build your next decision on. Finally, when all the decision making

categories are complete, you will have a complete idea in your minds eye of WHAT it is you will

paint. Then you can start the process of deciding HOW you will go about doing it. The HOW

and WHAT are very closely related in watercolour painting. In some cases, HOW you paint

something will result in WHAT you have painted. In other cases, WHAT you are painting will

decide HOW you will paint it.Decision Making Organization ListHere are some choices you will

have to make before you paint. I'm sure there are many more but here's a good start: �1. Paper:

Manufacturer, �Type, Size )

 �2. Location and Subject: List the elements of nature: )

3. Season4. Weather )

5. Time of Day:6. High Key or Low Ke7. Value Plan: Do a Sketch using 3 values- (white, mid-

value, black) )

8. Colour Scheme )

9. Dominant Colour10. Pigment Choice11. Painting Style )

Divide your decision making into two groups.1. Before you paint. (

Decide on a subjectMake an accurate sketch (

Plan your values (lights and darks) (

Choose a colour scheme and pigments2. While you are painting. (

Save the whitesLight to dark (

Washes (

Special techniques to create detail and texture- salt, plastic wrap, scraping, negative painting

techniques, spatter.Deciding on a Subject (for landscape artists)Location:Forest,

Grassland, Mountain, Tropical, Seaside (

Season:Winter, Spring, Summer, Fall (

Subject: (made up of elements of nature) (

Rocks, trees, water, beach, (stream, river, pond, lake, ocean, (

waterfall) (

Ground cover (sand, rocks, grasses, shrubs, flowers, snow, ice) (

Additional elements:Structures, boats, figures (people,animals) (

Weather: (dictates the type of sky to be painted) (

Sunny, cloudy, overcast, foggy, misty, raining, snowing (

Time of day:Sunrise, sunset, morning, midday, afternoon.At the End of the IslandAt the End of

the IslandPaper: Fabriano Artistico, 140lb cold pressed, 11in X 15in.Paint: Sky and water -

cobalt blue, ultramarine blue, permanent rose, quin magenta. Shoreline rocks - raw sienna,

burnt sienna, cobalt blue, Indian yellow. Trees - Lightest value - sap green, hansa yellow, Indian

yellow, cerulean blue. Mid value - sap green, ultramarine blue. Darkest value: Thalo green/

burn umber, sap green, Paynes grey.Method: Identify and lightly sketch large shapes (sky,

background trees, foreground trees, shoreline rocks, water) Mask birch trees and tops of rocks.

Pre-wet and paint sky blotting out clouds and cloud reflections with a tissue. Paint the tree

shapes and foreground rocks and reflections light to dark. Allow each value to dry before

starting the next value. Add detail and texture by lifting out pigment and negative painting.



Remove masking and add finishing details.Getting Ready to PaintOnce you have settled on an

idea and you want to begin painting, you need to acquire and organize the things you need to

complete your painting.Items needed to complete a watercolour paintingPaper (weight, size,

manufacturer) (

Use the best. I use Arches 140lb cold pressed.Brushes (size, type, quality) (

"Use the largest brush to get the job done." (

Paint (manufacturer, quality, staining, non-staining, granulation, (

transparent, opaque, warm/cool) (

Accessories (painting surface, masking tape, masking fluid, (

water container, spray bottle, dryer) )

If possible, reserve a dedicated space that you use for only Watercolour painting.Choosing

Your Watercolour PaperSize:A full sheet of watercolour paper is 22in X 30 in. Popular sizes to

paint are half sheet (15X22) and quarter sheet (11X15).Watercolour blocks are available in

different sizes. They are convenient because they don’t require stretching and are easy to

transport. They are sealed on all 4 sides and are removed from the block after the painting has

dried. This is not great if you want to start a new painting right away.Watercolour pads are also

available in different sizes. Paper peels off one sheet at a time and are easy to

transport.Surface:Cold pressed – lightly textured, most popularHot pressed – smooth, perfect

for highly detailed workRough – great for dry brush techniqueWeight: measured by how much

500 full sheets weigh. Thicker paper weighs more.90 lb paper is good for smaller paintings or

sketches. It will buckle easily.140 lb paper is most popular. Stretching by pre wetting and

taping the edges will help reduce buckling.300 lb paper provides a solid surface that does not

need to be stretched and will not buckle. It is the most expensive.Quality:Different

manufacturers make a different quality of paper. Different brands have different qualities. You

should experiment to find the paper that works best for your style and budget.Popular brands

are Arches and Fabriano. Paper colour:Comes in natural white or bright white. Choose the one

that suits you best.I use 100%cotton, acid free, 140lb cold pressed. I buy full sheets and cut

them into half and quarter sheets.Use professional quality paper. The paper is an integral part

of the medium of watercolour painting along with water and pigment. The white of the paper is

the white of your painting and provides for the lighter values as you vary the amount of water

in your paint mixtures.Watercolour BrushesGood watercolor brushes are made with either

natural hair or synthetic fiber. The very best (and most expensive) natural-hair brushes are

made with kolinsky sable. Red sable brushes aren’t as expensive as kolinsky but are of

excellent quality. Synthetic brushes are less expensive and rival the quality of sable. They are

also more durable, so they are a good value.Brush ShapesRound: hairs form a round tip; most

common and most useful because they can make lines as well as broad strokes. They’re

graded by size, numbers 00000 (very small) to 24 (very large).Flat: The tip has a straight edge.

These are ideal for laying down large areas of even color and defining precise edges. Sizes are

measured in inches along the flat edge. A good selection includes ½-inch, ¾-inch and 1-inch

brushes.Wash: These large, flat brushes can hold a lot of paint, allowing for large

washes.Liner: A small round brush with a pointed tip is good for making fine, thin lines and for
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Kim B, “Highly recommend.. Excellent book...Highly recommend.  Very talented artist!”

The book by Laxuri Art has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 3 people have provided feedback.
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